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COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

The spread of infectious disease within local communities and across the 
world makes visible the myriad ways in which our bodies belong to a larger 
body politic, as well as the many risks and rewards engendered by communal 
living. Our lives are intimately interconnected, tied together by sewer lines and 
subway schedules, global travel, international trade, doorknobs, handshakes, 
and the very air we breathe. Epidemic and pandemic illness forces us to 
contend with these interconnections—to recognize our vulnerability and our 
responsibility to care for others, because our own health and wellbeing 
depends on it. The way we write about epidemic illness, whether real or 
imagined, also betrays our fears and frustrations with the current social and/or 
political order. Like ancient, Biblical plagues, epidemic may be perceived as a 
punishment for individual sin, social immorality, or political corruption—a 
sign of the coming apocalypse.   

Looking to purely imagined plagues and fictional interpretations of three 
historical epidemics—the “Spanish” influenza pandemic of 1918, HIV/AIDS, 
and Ebola—this course explores the broad social and symbolic implications of 
epidemic illness. Approaching “outbreak” as both a biomedical and narrative 
event, it places a strong focus on close reading and purposeful writing. 

SELECTED 
 TEXTS & FILMS: 

Ø Edgar Allan Poe, “The 
Masque of the Red 
Death” 

Ø Alejandro Morales, The 
Rag Doll Plagues  

Ø Katherine Anne Porter, 
Pale Horse, Pale Rider 

Ø Tony Kushner, Angels in 
America 

Ø Danez Smith, Don’t Call 
Us Dead 

Ø Richard Preston, The Hot 
Zone 

Ø Outbreak (1995) 
Ø Contagion (2011) 
Ø World War Z (2013) 
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COURSE AIMS & OBJECTIVES: 

 
Upon completion of this course, students will have improved their ability to: 

Ø Apply strategies for analyzing, synthesizing, 
and responding to college-level readings; 

Ø Understand the central place of writing and 
communication in the learning process and in 
academic life; 

Ø Write for academic and non-scholarly 
audiences; 

Ø Develop a clear and compelling argument 
(thesis) that accounts for its audience, is 
supported by textual evidence and, where 
appropriate, draws on properly cited scholarly 
sources; 

Ø Comfortably approach writing as a process and 
make use of strategies—e.g. prewriting, 
outlining, and revision—for working through 
that process; 

Ø Engage in respectful scholarly conversations, 
both in person and online;  

Ø Clearly articulate oral arguments supported by 
clear and engaging visuals; 

Ø Interpret literary texts and film through close 
reading, critical discussion, and analytical 
writing; 

Ø Understand our cultural fascination with 
outbreak; 

Ø Identify common tropes and trends used to 
describe epidemic disease in film and literature; 

Ø Identify the symbolic, metaphorical, and/or 
allegorical dimensions of “outbreak”; and 

Ø Critique as social commentary fictional “plague 
writing” and the conventions of “outbreak 
narrative” present in nonfiction prose, past and 
present. 

                  

 
ASSIGNMENTS: 

Informal Writing Assignments: 

Over the course of the semester, you will be asked to complete a number of informal writing 
assignments, including brief reflection papers, discussion board participation, creative writing 
exercises, in-class projects, and exit “quizzes.” These assignments are designed to check your 
comprehension of course material, promote collaborative work, develop themes or concepts we have 
addressed in class, think through your responses to assigned readings, pose questions relating to the 
readings or class discussions and/or develop components of “formal” writing assignments. In short, 
these exercises are designed to get you thinking deeper about course material. These assignments will 
be announced in class or via Canvas—make sure you have updated your Canvas notifications so that 
you don’t miss an assignment!  

Argumentative Essays: 

Each of four short (4 pages, double spaced, 1” margins, standard 12-point font), argumentative essays 
completed over the course of the semester provide the foundation for a longer research paper due on 
December 12. These argumentative essays ask you to extend our class discussion of assigned texts and 
films by presenting an original, argumentative interpretation of one or more text(s) or film(s). Detailed 
essay prompts and guidelines will be distributed via Canvas well ahead of the deadline. 

Research Paper: 

A research paper of 7-10 pages (double spaced, 1” margins, standard 12-point font) will revise and 
expand one of your argumentative essays. Here, the original interpretation you present in a previous 
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argumentative essay will be more fully developed by drawing from long-from journalism, academic 
journal articles, and scholarly monographs (single-authored academic books). Feedback provided by 
the instructor and through peer-review on a project proposal and first draft will foster the 
development of effective drafting and revision techniques. Detailed guidelines will be distributed via 
Canvas well ahead of the deadline. 

Blog Post and Presentation: 

To practice writing for non-academic audiences and preparing oral presentations, students will write a 
publish a blog post detailing the history of one of the epidemics—pandemic influenza, HIV/AIDS, 
and ebola—written for a general audience. How and why is this history of interest to contemporary, 
general audiences? How and why are the narrative conventions, themes, tropes, and/or symbolism we 
have discussed in class relevant to anyone other than film, literature, or health humanities scholars? 
After publishing their blog post, students will be asked to radically revise this material by designing a 
5-7 minute presentation, to be delivered in class. Students may present individually or in groups; 
detailed guidelines will be distributed via Canvas well ahead of the deadline. 

 
GRADE DISTRIBUTION: 

Your grade for this course will be calculated accordingly: 

Attendance & Participation: 20% 
Informal Writing Assignments: 10% 
Argumentative Essays (x4): 40% (10% each) 
Research Paper: 20% 
Blog Post and Presentation: 10% 

� � 
Students must turn in ALL writing assignments (with the exception of informal writing assignments) in 

order to pass this course. 
 

COURSE POLICIES: 

Attendance and Participation:  

Students are expected to arrive, on time, to each class meeting. Three late arrivals (more than ten 
minutes late) will count as an absence. You are permitted two absences throughout the semester. 
Whether you miss class due to illness, doctor’s appointments, conference travel, or an accidental nap, 
there are no “excused” absences. Any additional absences (more than two) will begin to significantly 
affect your grade in the course. In case of an emergency (family, medical, or otherwise) or other 
extenuating circumstances, please talk to me ASAP.  

Students are required to be active participants in this course. This means showing up to class having 
completed the assigned reading for the day, ready to meaningfully contribute to class discussions. A 
meaningful contribution will demonstrate careful reading of the assigned text(s), remain relevant to the 
discussion, and offer new insight. Your presence is determined by your participation in this class; 
students who attend class without contributing to the conversation may be considered absent. 
Disrespect for the instructor or fellow students in the course WILL NOT be tolerated. Students who 
fail to respectively participate in class discussions may be asked to leave the room and marked absent 
for the day.  
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Participation is graded on a three-point scale. Each student may earn up to three points for each class 
period, per the rubric below: 

 
 
 
 
3 (Exceeds Expectations): 

- Student arrives on time and prepared for class. 
- Student is a leader in class discussion: always ready to 

contribute comments based on thoughtfully annotated, 
detailed, and careful readings of the assigned text(s); offers 
provocative observations or insights; responds substantively 
to other students’ comments; and often refers to specific 
passages in the course readings to back up comments or to 
dispute others’ interpretations (including the instructor’s) 

- Student never texts or inappropriately uses electronics in 
class. 

 
 
 
2 (Meets Expectations): 

- Student actively participates in class discussion and/or in-
class activities, speaking up in class at least twice everyday 

- Student’s contributions to class discussion thoughtfully 
demonstrate familiarity with the text and comprehension of 
the discussion 

- Student never texts or inappropriately uses electronics in 
class. 

 
 
 
1 (Needs Improvement): 

- Student is present, but does not actively contribute to the 
class discussion (speaks infrequently, or not at all) 

- Student’s contributions to class discussion demonstrate a 
cursory or superficial comprehension of assigned readings or 
are unrelated to class discussion 

- Student texts or inappropriately uses electronics in class 
 

0 (Does Not Meet 
Expectations): 

- Student is absent or unprepared for class discussion; OR 
- Student’s contributions to class discussion are disrespectful 

and/or disruptive 
 

Late Work:  

All written assignments must be turned in on Canvas at the appointed date and time, unless otherwise 
specified. Late assignments will lose one letter grade for every day (mid-week and weekend) that they 
are late. Note well: work submitted between 1 minute and 24 hours late will be considered one day late. 
Extensions will be considered on an individual basis with valid cause (e.g. illness, family emergency). 
Please contact me ASAP to request an extension.  

Revisions:  

Revisions will be considered on a case-by-case basis for students receiving below a B on an 
argumentative essay. Students wishing to revise an essay must contact the instructor within 48 hours 
from the return of graded assignments. Deadlines for revisions will be determined on a case-by-case 
basis. Submitting a revision does not guarantee that your grade will improve. Revised essays 
showing significant improvement may receive up to a B (to replace the original grade). Should a revised 
essay receive a lower grade than the original submission, the student will receive the higher of the two 
grades. Revisions on presentations, blog posts, and research papers will not be permitted.  
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Note well: the feedback I provide on early drafts will not be totally comprehensive; that is, because 
your next draft will have improved does not mean that it is perfect. Receiving feedback will NOT 
ensure you an A. You may also consider visiting the Center for Written, Oral, and Visual 
Communication (CWOVC) for feedback on your written work and oral presentations. 

The Honor Code:  

Students are expected to abide by Rice’s Honor Code: http://honor.rice.edu/. The work you submit 
for this course must be your own and must be produced for this course specifically (you may not 
“double- dip” or turn in previously submitted work). Plagiarism will not be tolerated and will result 
in automatic failure of the course and/or disciplinary action. If you have any questions, please ask 
me or consult the Honor Code.  

Electronics in the Classroom:  

The simple truth is that we read differently on screen and paper, and each medium offers its own 
advantages. According to an article published in Scientific American in 2013, “whether they realize it or 
not, many people approach computers and tablets with a state of mind less conducive to learning than 
the one they bring to paper” (read the full article here: http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/ 
reading-paper-screens/). The type of close reading we will be doing in this class is, in my opinion, best 
suited to print text and, if possible, the same edition of the text, as it is difficult to get on the same page 
(literally) when we are working with multiple versions of a text. It is especially difficult to locate select 
passages via page numbers using e-
readers. While I encourage you to 
experiment with whatever mode 
best suits your own 
learning/reading style, I highly 
prefer the use of print texts in 
this class. That said, laptops and 
tablets may only be used for note 
taking purposes, to access course 
readings, or to complete informal 
writing assignments in-class. If you 
are using your laptop or tablet for 
any purpose other than note 
taking, accessing assigned 
readings, or in-class writing 
assignments, you will be marked 
absent for the day. Cell phones—
and anything else that will make 
distracting noises—must be silenced 
as soon as class has begun.  

Disability Accommodations:  

If you have a documented disability that requires academic accommodation, please contact Disability 
Support Services in the Ley Student Center and see me during the first two weeks of class. Any arrangements 
made will be confidential.  
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COURSE SCHEDULE: 

Based on Rice’s Fall 2018 academic calendar. All readings and assignments subject to change. Required texts 
are available for purchase in the Rice University bookstore and online; links to purchase the required 
editions are available on Canvas. Texts and films—captioned and available to stream—marked with an 
asterisk (*) will be posted on Canvas.  

 

KEY 

Date Reading Assignment(s) Due Writing Assignment(s) Due 

	
	

Week One: Imagining Epidemic 

Guiding Questions: 
- When epidemic is imagined in fiction (rather than reported in newspapers, for example) what 

might it symbolize, politically, socially, and/or culturally?  
Tuesday, 8/21 Course Introduction  

Thursday, 8/23 Edgar Allan Poe “The Masque of the 
Red Death” * 

 

Sunday, 8/26  Diagnostic Essay Due on Canvas by 
11:59 pm 

	
	

Week Two: Imagining Epidemic (continued) 

Guiding Questions: 
- How does epidemic offer a productive perspective for understanding the history of colonialism? 

Tuesday, 8/28 No Class: Student Conferences 

Thursday, 8/30 Alejandro Morales, The Rag Doll Plagues, 
Book One, pp. 11–66 

 

	
	

Week Three: Imagining Epidemic (continued) 

Guiding Questions: 
- How does epidemic offer a productive perspective for understanding the history of colonialism? 

Tuesday, 9/4 Morales, The Rag Doll Plagues, Book 
Two, pp. 69–129 

 

Thursday, 9/6 Morales, The Rag Doll Plagues, Book 
Three, pp. 133–200 

 

Sunday, 9/9  First Draft of Argumentative Essay #1 
Due on Canvas by 11:59 pm 
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Week Four: Imagining Epidemic (continued) 

Guiding Questions: 
- What are the tropes, themes, and narrative conventions associated with “outbreak”? 
- How do stories about epidemic circulate outside of fiction—that is, what are the notable features 

of nonfictional outbreak narrative? 
- How do fictional representations of outbreak shape popular culture, politics, and/or scientific 

narratives about epidemic disease? 

Tuesday, 9/11 
Priscilla Wald, “Imagined Immunities,” 
from Contagious: Cultures, Carriers, and the 
Outbreak Narrative * 

Group One Blog Posts Due by 11:59 pm 

Thursday, 9/13 

Read Group One Blog Posts  
In-Class Revision Workshop: bring a 
copy of your first draft with instructor 
comments to class with you! 

Group One Presentations IN CLASS 

Sunday, 9/16  Completed Draft of Argumentative Essay 
#1 Due on Canvas at 11:59 pm 

	
	

Week Five: Pandemic Influenza 

Guiding Questions: 
- How is the deadliest pandemic in history remembered in American literature? 
- How does literature memorialize death, loss, and trauma?  

Tuesday, 9/18 

Selections, John Dos Passos, The Big 
Money * 
Nancy K. Bristow, “‘It’s as Bad as 
Anything Can Be’: Patients, Identity, 
and the Influenza Pandemic” * 

 

Thursday, 9/20 

Selections from Ellen Bryant Voigt, 
Kyrie: Poems * 
Ron Barret and Peter J. Brown, “Stigma 
in the Time of Influenza: Social and 
Institutional Responses to Pandemic 
Emergencies” * 

 

Sunday, 9/23  Article Summary Due on Canvas  
by 11:59 pm 
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Week Six: Pandemic Influenza (continued) 

Guiding Questions: 
- How is pandemic influenza tied to global networks of trade and travel, international politics, and 

World War? 

Tuesday, 9/25 Katherine Anne Porter, Pale Horse, Pale 
Rider pp. 141–73 

 

Thursday, 9/27 Porter, Pale Horse, Pale Rider, pp. 173–
208 

 

Sunday, 9/30  Argumentative Essay #2 Due on Canvas 
by 11:59 pm 

	

Week Seven: HIV/AIDS in America 

Guiding Questions: 
- How does “plague” writing address national politics? That is, how does it prompt us to reflect on 

political systems and rhetoric? 
- How do stories about plague represent mass death and individual suffering? 

Tuesday, 10/2 
Tony Kushner, Angels in America, Act I: 
“Bad News,” pp. 9-48 * 
Episode 1, Angels in America (HBO) * 

 

Thursday, 10/4 Episodes 2 &3, Angels in America *  
	

Week Eight: Midterm Recess 

Tuesday, 10/9 Midterm Recess: No Class Group Two Blog Posts Due by 11:59 pm 

Thursday, 10/11 Read Group Two Blog Posts  
Midterm Evaluations (in-class) Group Two Presentations IN CLASS 

	

Week Nine: AIDS in America (continued) 

Guiding Questions:  
- How have the ways we record HIV/AIDS in America changed since the earliest days of the 

epidemic? 

Tuesday, 10/16 
Selections, Gil Cuadros, City of God  * 
Susan Sontag, “AIDS and Its 
Metaphors” * 

 

Thursday, 10/18 

Selections, Danez Smith, Don’t Call Us 
Dead  * 
 John McIntyre, “In Time of Plague: 
How Poetry About AIDS Has Shifted 
Through the Years” * 

 

Sunday, 10/21  Argumentative Essay #3 Due on Canvas 
by 11:59 pm 
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Week Ten: Ebola 

Guiding Questions: 
- What do fictionalized accounts of real epidemics tell us about our society’s collective hopes and 

fears? 
- What biases color the stories we tell about epidemic? 

Tuesday, 10/23 Richard Preston, The Hot Zone, pp. 1-75  
Thursday, 10/25 Preston, The Hot Zone, pp. 76-154  
	
	

Week Eleven: Ebola (continued) 

Guiding Questions: 
- What do fictionalized accounts of real epidemics tell us about our society’s collective hopes and 

fears? 
- What biases color the stories we tell about epidemic? 

Tuesday, 10/30 Preston, The Hot Zone, Part Two, pp. 
155-282 

 

Thursday, 11/1 Preston, The Hot Zone, pp. 283-350  
	
	

Week Twelve: Ebola (continued) 

Guiding Questions: 
- What do fictionalized accounts of real epidemics tell us about our society’s collective hopes and 

fears? 
- What biases color the stories we tell about epidemic? 

Tuesday, 11/6 Preston, The Hot Zone, pp 351-410 Group Three Blog Posts due by 11:59 pm 
Thursday, 11/8 Read Group Three Blog Posts  Group Three Presentations IN CLASS 

Sunday, 11/11  Argumentative Essay #4 Due on Canvas 
by 11:59 pm 

	
	

Week Thirteen: Outbreak Reimagined 

Guiding Questions: 
- How do recent stories about fictional epidemic or pandemic illness reuse or reimagine familiar 

themes, tropes, or narrative conventions? 
- What is unique about contemporary outbreak narratives? 

Tuesday, 11/13 Outbreak * (watch all)  
Thursday, 11/15 Contagion * (watch all)  

Sunday, 11/18  Research Paper Proposal Due on Canvas 
by 11:59 pm 
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Week Fourteen: Peer Review 

Tuesday, 11/20 Peer Review: Research Paper Proposals Completed Peer Review Handout 
Thursday, 11/22 Thanksgiving: No Class 

Sunday, 11/25  Annotated Bibliography Due on Canvas 
by 11:59 pm 

	

Week Fifteen: Zombie Apocalypse 

Guiding Questions:  
- In what ways do zombie stories repurpose key themes, tropes, and narrative conventions of 

plague writing? 
Tuesday, 11/27 World War Z  * (watch all)  

Thursday, 11/29 Course and Instructor Evaluations First Draft of Research Paper Due on 
Canvas by 11:59 pm. 

	

Exam Week: 

Monday & Tuesday, 
12/3 & 12/4 Student Conferences (Mandatory) 

Wednesday, 12/12  Completed Draft of Research Paper Due on Canvas by 5:00 pm 
 
	


